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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
(Temple, GA – May 2, 2006) Janus International, a leading door manufacturer for the commercial 
and self-storage markets, has introduced a modified drum wheel and innovative new replacement door kit. 
 
The 12" drum wheel has a modified design which accepts the attachment of a gear box and sprocket, 
therefore allowing Janus doors to replace certain other manufacturers’ doors while utilizing the existing 
brackets. For convenience, the new drum will be a standard part of every new Janus commercial door 
order. 
 
The replacement kit was developed to allow customers to replace other manufacturers’ doors with Janus 
doors while utilizing their existing angle iron "T" brackets. By using their existing guides and brackets, 
installation time is reduced by up to 65 percent.  
 
The replacement kit includes a Reduced Drive Chain Hoist (RDCH) and drive sprocket assembly which 
adapts to the newly modified end drum. In addition, the axle support hardware has been upgraded. The 
advanced design with its cam-action spring tension holding device will allow for a safe and quick tension 
adjustment. 
 
The kits can be purchased complete or in part as needed by the customer and the usability of their existing 
guides and gear.  
 
Customers must indicate their exact curtain width and name of current manufacturer before ordering the 
Janus replacement kit. 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Amy Fuhlman 
Marketing Manager 
amyf@janusintl.com
770.562.2850 ext. 370 
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